
Player seating



The simple and durable Player chair is a convenient, comfortable, stackable chair for a 
multitude of uses. It’s the perfect solution for high traffic areas like waiting rooms, class-
rooms, cafes or multi-purpose spaces. A true “team player”, its slim, quiet aesthetic fits in 
just about anywhere.
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Features:

Pick your Player. Available models include the Sled-Base, Four-Leg chairs 

and Four-Leg Stool, all available with or without arms. The Four-Leg chair 

stacks six-high on the floor and eight-high on a dolly. This chair version with 

arms is also available with casters for greater mobility (though it’s not recom-

mended for stacking … or downhill races). All models are fully upholstered, 

including the outer back, and feature a reinforced steel frame for long-term 

durability.

Enhance your Player. Additional options include soft glides, a high back, 

thick seat, right or left-handed tablet arm that tilts up for easy entry and exit, 

under the seat bookrack, an alignment device that allows you to easily link and 

unlink rows of Player chairs, a removable ganging device that allows you to 

link the chairs more permanently and a dolly for storage and transportation.

A certified Player. The Player chair is available with the Scientific Certification 

Systems Indoor Advantage™ certification for indoor air quality in North 

America.
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Options:

Frame finishes

Black, Platinum, Graphite

Four-Leg
with Arms and 
Casters

Four-Leg
with Tablet Arm
and Bookrack

Sled-Base
with Arms
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